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LOGLINE.
A unique blend of Bauhaus and Art Déco, the marvellous Villa Empain has had many different lives since it opened in 1934.
A story of survival.

SYNOPSIS.
VILLA EMPAIN draws a mental map of a space, as it goes through time.
Concrete marble, brick and steel: little else made by human hands seems as stable, as immutable, as a building. Yet the life
of any structure is neither fixed nor timeless. Outliving their original contexts and purposes, buildings are forced to adapt to
each succeeding age. To survive, they must become shapeshifters.
Villa Empain’s atmosphere is strange and full of wonders. The camera touches gently upon textures as if to glimpse the
moments they witnessed, to read the inner meaning of time. There is a secret to unveil but as with every good secret it
evades us, it is elusive, we can never grasp it. The entire film is the attempt to find out about something that we cannot put
our fingers on. So we put our fingers on wood, water, marble instead, and feel.
VILLA EMPAIN compares the life of Louis Empain and his creation. It bears witness to how a fixed idea, an architect’s dream,
has disappeared in favour of a living architecture.
The work is activated.

Memory is a shifting, fading, partial thing, a net that doesn’t catch all the fish by any means, and
sometimes catches butterflies that don’t exist. - Rebecca Solnit

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
When I first entered Villa Empain , I had a particular sensation , as if I witnessed a folding of times , as if the house would
communicate its elusive inner life to me . The feeling grew stronger as I stepped into a room with an installation of
Dominique Gonzalez -Foerster , who had re-invoked the bedroom of the Villa’s creator, Louis Empain. There was an almost
tangible intimacy , which I had never before felt in a public space. As I started to learn about the life of Louis Empain , who
built the house at only 22 years of age, I was touched - for one, how this very young man was even capable of creating such
a marvellous blend of two distinct architectural styles, Bauhaus and Art Deco. However, even more fascinating was to learn
that once the house was completed, Louis himself realised that he had created a piece of art. It could never be a home.
He tried for three years to inhabit it, but could not find a home within a total art concept . The fact that you would build
something so beautiful and never live in it, struck a nerve with me and became the vantage point of my filmic exploration . Louis
Empain stayed connected with his first creation throughout his life. The film touches upon both, the life of its creator and the
Villa. After Villa Empain was abandoned, the house led many different lives, which are briefly described at the end of the film. It is
important to me not to reiterate those facts, but to create a sensation beyond that. A sensation that makes us wonder and listen
closely to what the walls and floors have to say, and distills all the experiences of the space.
VILLA EMPAIN draws a mental map of a space, as it goes through time.
Considering time as its main character, the film takes the workings of time on texture as a basis for contemplation. The relief
of one of Brussel’s most emblematic buildings is observed as closely as the coastline of Étretat, Normandie, in the attempt to
lay bare layers of time. I am interested in the interplay of two forces, one as soft as water, and the other as tough and rigid as
stone. While we expect stone to endure and fragile textures to wither, the opposite was true with Villa Empain: its marble
halls almost crumbed, Louis Empains legacy set in stone almost vanished, while his recordings last until today and have
become a vital part of the film. Just as VILLA EMPAIN closely examines the house’s layers and surfaces, it will show the world
through Louis Empain’s own eyes, including s8 footage from 1951 and following the traces of his handwritings, pencil on
paper. His notebooks, overflowing with photographs, drawings and dried flowers, have withstood the passing of time in
spite of, or maybe even because of, their vulnerability.
By using similarly humble and pure tools, coal and paper, Belgian artist Tamar Kasparian draws from the past. On silk-thin
Japanese paper, Tamar takes imprints from floors and collects microscopic information, weaves it into a stream of her own
consciousness and then lets gathered information assume its own life. When Tamar and I first met, we talked about the
challenge of showing something invisible on a visual medium - her drawings or my film footage, and how we expect stone
to endure, whilst paper or film are vulnerable textures which can easily be destroyed. And yet, Tamar tells me the story of a
school class in Aleppo, Syria, where pupils took imprints of stones with paper and pencil - and today, after the years of war,
all that is left of the landmarks are the drawings. They survived.
The film attempts to lay bare the layers of time, and human attempts to preserve time, preserve certain moments that for one
reason or another have gained meaning for us. My aim is to find a form, which is instinctive rather than logical and, instead of
a logical foundation for the film, such as a linear timeline, I am opting for a ‚folding‘ of times by using a metaphoric thread
between scenes as opposed to any literal reasoning.
Only analogue film provided the possibility of simultaneously recording the action of recoding an action, creating its own
timescale conversing with the former owner of the Villa, Louis Empain’s super 8 footage.
I would hope for VILLA EMPAIN to be a conversation between a family’s history and an architect’s dream, between a father’s
travelogue and an artist’s performance, an encounter of water on stone, of charcoal on paper, and of light on film. Traces of
transformation culminate into a folding of times within an architectural space. An imprint of a moment in the dunes of Étretat
on Louis Empain’s photograph opposes the perpetual flux of the moving image. The film contemplates its very own nature
of creating and preserving memory.

No building is ever perfect. Each building, when it I first built, is an attempt to make
a self-maintaining whole configuration. But the predictions are invariably wrong.
People use buildings differently from the way they thought they would. Christopher Alexander

PRESS (SELECTION)
PRESS RELEASE FID MARSEILLE
What could the fate of the Villa Empain, Baron Empain’s crazy project in Brussels, which has gone through a long and
eventful journey since its completion in 1934, possibly inspire? Katharina Kastner’s challenge was to draw the portrait of the
place, keeping in mind the work of time, like in a human existence. Shot in 16mm, her film appeals to the senses, it captures
the stirring of leaves undulating in the garden light, the movement of iridescent pearls, or the colourful games ofa piece by
Daniel Buren. Without a word, but with a caressing camera, she pays close attention to the hidden patterns on the gorgeous
marbles, or to the veins in the most precious types of wood used to decorate the rooms. In slight touches, regardless of the
monumental aspect of the 27.000 square-feet villa and the pool that so impressed its first visitors, Katharina Kastner o ers an
organic vision of the place, which has been marked by the trials and tribulations of life, and used successively as a museum,
an embassy and a squat, until its final renovation. The clever editing makes furtive connections, underlines colour
associations, mixes up times and tactile sensations, while the spaces we explore keep rustling. The film takes us on a
reminiscing journey, with slices of Empain’s life, from the family archive here on a holiday, there playing on the beach,
images from a distant past that keep haunting the premises. The film reveals to us this living space that was designed like a
piece of art, but it does so in a wandering way. This dream vision guides us through the villa like an echo of foregone
fantasies, a mental space, but also a welcoming backdrop for the work of time. A bit like the fingerprint work we see in the
film, or the slight touch of a pencil on a blank sheet. (Nicolas Feodoroff)

PRESS RELEASE VIENNALE
Only in the final credits does the film give us any firm background information on its architectural subject, a magnificent art
deco building in Belgium. Created i. the 1930s, it has seen (and suffered) many waves of history, from German and Soviet
occupation through neglect and vandalism to its ultimate reinvention today as an arts centre. Mostly avoiding images of
people, Kastner approaches this place intimately and sensorially, through an experimental layering of impressions, textures,
noises, vistas, reveries. Ghosts of the past stir in these cracks and shadows, these tracings and echoes. (Adrian Martin)

REVIEW FILMUFORIA
Katharina Kastner’s dreamy, impressionistic documentary debut captures the essence of the Villa Empain, one of the most
beautiful architectural masterpieces of Art Deco in Brussels. In 1930, at the age of 21, Baron Louis Empain commissioned
the building of a private mansion in 55 acres on the prestigious avenue of the Nation which was later on renamed as
Franklin Roosevelt Avenue.
Using the finest materials available in those interwar years (marble, bronze and precious wood), the luxurious house
consisted of four granite polished facades, surrounded by a large garden with a pergola and swimming pool. A collector
and curator, Louis Empain eventually decided that the property was better served as a museum of decorative and
contemporary art and it was donated to the Belgian State in 1937. But the Second World War changed everything and the
villa languished until 1943, when it was requisitioned by the German army, eventually becoming an embassy for the USSR in
peacetime when Empain recovered his property in the beginning of the sixties before reselling it in 1973. For nearly ten
years it was rented to the TV channel RTL then falling to semi-rack and ruin during the 1990s. It was eventually saved by a
wealthy family who set up the Boghossian Foundation in 2007, transforming the building into an East West cultural and
guaranteeing the revival of its fortunes.
Shot in 16mm this is a sensual creation that resonates with the passage of time, from the house’s former glory, through its
trials and tribulations to its present reincarnation. The clever editing brings an eerie and fleeting sense of human presence
drifting through the empty rooms and light-filled gardens where leaves swirl and valuable materials shimmer in shafts of
sunlight. Taking us on a distant journey to the coast where the family once enjoyed beach holidays this is a space reflected
by its evocative fantasies and haunted by the war years. A century of memories recorded in a place in time. (Meredith Taylor)

The past is a foreign country: they do things differently there.
-Rebecca Solnit

TAMAR KASPARIAN
Creating, not to know who one is, but maybe what or who one is becoming.
Tamar's drawings are an experimental description of a mutation. What or who are we during this endless process? Growing into an organic
structure, whose roots disperse while having a great hold on the earth, a living being, serene like a tree, with a sharp contour but whose inner
nature seethes, an empty space marked with the stamp of an absent one.
Strange feeling of aspiration and of dizziness born from this emptiness, and strange feeling opposite and also vigorous of fullness, abundance,
intensity, when the background of the drawing fills the existing space and transforms it in a matrix of energies.
www.tamarkasparian.net

KATHARINA KASTNER
My interest in individual and political transformations led me to gain a Bachelor in Psychology and International Relations, before graduating
from Doc Nomads, a travelling film school in Lisbon, Budapest and Brussels.
Throughout my career I was working as production manager and assistant director in documentary, fiction and advertising, and I was lucky that
the projects took me to inspiring places in Africa, Australia, the US and Europe. My work is influenced by fragile environments and the people
behind these.
I am touched by fragility, fractures and invisible scars. I'm searching for traces, using the camera to collect and explore inner and outer
transformations.
My experimental documentary VILLA EMPAIN is now exploring the world in international festivals, such as FIDMarseille, Viennale, IFFR
Rotterdam and Brussel’s Art Film Festival.
My current new, personal project brings me back to my roots in the Austrian countryside.
www.katharinakastner.com

THE MOON EMBASSY
NICOLA S. SANGS AND FARAH KASSEM
The moon has always been a reminder for us to expand our horizon and denounce borders, also looking at an energy so much bigger than us
becomes a matter of reflection. Ironically, there has been lot of controversy about the moon and the ongoing quest of some nations to make it
their property. Being two young women from the West and the East, we thought we break this power pyramid structure by inventing the Moon
Embassy.
The Moon Embassy is a Berlin based film initiative that specialises in reflective, creative documentary films of political, social and emotional
relevance in a deep understanding of artistic cooperation between Germany and the Middle East, addressing matters of local importance in
both regions.
The Moon Embassy's goal is to reach people around the world, creating a long lasting dialogue and offering new ways of looking at situations,
people and circumstances. Our creations speak with a distinctive authentic film language and leave room for the viewer, that allows her/him to
draw her/his own reflection from that encounter.
www.themoonembassy.de

Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are corals made;
those are pearls that were his eyes:
Nothing of him that doth fade,
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
- Shakespeare

